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behind the news

Paul’s path to
priesthood

South Tuggeranong parishioner and former
Marist College student Paul Nulley is on the last leg
of studies for the priesthood. This year, we are travelling the last stretch of the journey to priesthood
with him. He writes:
“Good morning Jimmy.”
“Good morning Nulley. We have a new pope.”
“Really!?! I’ll be right down.”
So went the phone call at 5:07am on 14 March. I
don’t think I have ever got out of bed that quickly nor
felt that joyful so early in the morning. The seminary
came to life as we were waiting to see whom the cardinals had elected as the new bishop of Rome: the
coffee machine was flat out, prayers were being
offered, both silently and out aloud, and phone calls
and text messages were being made.
Personally, I was deeply moved by our Holy
Father’s first appearance, especially his humility, his
personal moral authority and integrity. I am filled
with excitement for the days ahead.
Also special was having Mgr Kevin Barry-Cotter ,
the parish priest of Cootamundra and HardenMurrumburrah, visit the seminary. I was blessed to

spend six months at Cootamundra in 2009 for my
extended parish pastoral placement.
So Kevin had spent a few days at the seminary and
just before he left on the train we were able to have a
Mass together for our new pope. The day finished
very appropriately with a Holy Hour followed by a
happy hour.
Since my last column, I have started to get into my
synthesis in a serious way. My supervisor is Fr Paul
Connell, a well renowned, thorough and energetic
man. I have taken the theme “The love of Christ
urges us on” from 2 Corinthians 5:14a as a lens to
develop a synthetic view of the Catholic faith.
I have also been sent out to Resurrection parish in
St Albans West/Kings Park for my parish pastoral
work. I go out there every second weekend. It is a
very large and multicultural parish with a wonderful
sense of community.
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From near and far
Many will be sad to hear
that, after 28 years, the Woden
Christian Bookshop will close its
doors for the last time on 30 April.
Competition from the internet
has hurt trading and the WCB
committee says ongoing viability
is not sufficiently certain to risk
renewing the lease.
The bookshop was opened in
May 1985 by St Alban’s Anglican
Church, Woden, as a Christian
presence in the marketplace, and
in 1987 became incorporated as a
not-for-profit association serving
all denominations.
DR Lyn Billings who, together
with husband John, founded the
method of natural fertility regulation which bears their name, has
died aged 95. Her studies on breastfeeding mothers and women
approaching menopause made a
major contribution to the work. For
half a century they travelled the
world teaching and promoting the
method in faithfulness to Pope Paul
VI’s call. She was the author of the
best selling non-fiction book The
Billings Method. She was made a
Dame Commander of St Gregory
the Great by Pope John Paul II.
JUDITH-ANN Sjostedt was
awarded life membership at the
annual meeting of the ACT Unit
of Australian Church Women.
She is the unit’s honorary secre-
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More broadly, I am always surprised by the busyness and freshness that makes up seminary life. A
couple of things I have taken on this year include
organ lessons and boxing fitness classes. I learnt the
organ and piano at high school and have always played
the organ in the seminary, but this year I have been
sponsored for organ lessons. I appreciate the opportunity and have started to play for enjoyment again; at
the moment I am working on a couple of Bach chorale
pieces that fit well with the season. The boxing has also
been a new experience. While I competed quite successfully on the national circuit for karate until I joined
the seminary, boxing certainly has a different style of
punching, standing, but requires great fitness.
Then of course there are the various happenings
each week that provide a bit of colour to the routine:
last week we had the Mass for the trustees who are the
bishops of the region of Victoria and Tasmania; CTC
had their opening Mass; we’ve had a few guest speakers come in and there is the variety of sport on Fridays
from indoor beach volleyball to “capture the flag”.
Although these activities are always great, the
most important thing for me this year is my relationship with Our Lord; my spiritual life. I particularly
thank Him for the grace He has given in a spirit of
fervour in prayer this Lent and all that He shares with
me. In short, there have been so many wonderful
blessings already this year and I am enjoying the journey towards priesthood.

tary, a position she has held since
2008. She is a former national
social justice convenor of ACW
and was archdiocesan president
of CWL from 2004-2006; central
region president and O’Connor
branch president until 2012.
GOULBURN-born Sr Camille
Poidevin, who joined the Sisters
of St John of God in 1950 in Perth
and went on to work for many
years in a leprosarium in the
Kimberley, has died.
Born
in
Goulburn on 8
July, 1925, she
was the fourth
child of Ernest
Poidevin and
Ada
(nee
Barden),
a
devout, Cath
olic farming family. She was
always musical and after finishing
at Our Lady of Mercy College,
Goulburn, went to Sydney to earn
a music and performers licentiate
in 1947.
After leaving her nursing positions in the Kimberley, she taught
classical music to hundreds of
children in Derby and Broome.
She is survived by sister-in-law
Ann, nephews Andrew and
Simon, nieces Jane, Joanne, Lucy
and Louise and many great-nieces
and nephews and cousins.
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Canberra schools ring in the centenary
“You’re quite an impressive
sight, gathered in such numbers,”
Archdiocesan Administrator
Mgr John Woods said as he welcomed a brimming congregation
of Catholic school staff and students to St Christopher’s
Cathedral.
Numbers were cited regularly
during a Mass to celebrate the
contribution of Catholic education to Canberra as the city
marks its centenary year.
Nearly 18,000 students and
about 1700 teachers and support
staff now learn and work in ACT
Catholic schools, a figure few
would have imagined when the
first school, St Christopher’s,
opened in 1928.
As Sr Anna Warlow SGS
said in a proclamation to open
the Mass, the question was asked
about the original school: “Will
there be children to fill it?”
“Oh, there were children
indeed,” she said – 100 of them,
in fact, and 200 by the end of the
first year. The then £14,000
investment (plus about £2000 for
running costs) might have seemed
short of a viable figure, but the
message from the community
had been that “with a little pluck
and confidence in God, and gen-

erosity on their part, they could
achieve a lot”.
Sr Warlow ensured the congregation, including Chief
Minister Ms Katy Gallagher and
Liberal MLAs Mr Zed Seselja
and Mr Steve Doszpot, was
awake by ringing – with just a
hint of wicked delight – the “ris-

ing bell” once used to rouse the
sisters at St Christopher’s school
and convent. Then came a procession of students bearing their
school banners, led by foundation students from the new John
Paul College.
Sixty new teachers were commissioned and received a certifi-

cate to mark the occasion. Mgr
Woods said the occasion was a
chance to “celebrate the diversity
of cultural and religious backgrounds of those who seek a
Catholic education. Our city and
nation would be poorer if not for
the contribution of Canberra
Catholic schools.”

ABOVE RIGHT: Ringing
endorsement … Sr Anna
Warlow rouses the
congregation with the
original St Christopher’s
“rising bell”. ABOVE LEFT:
Welcome to the family …
new teachers are
commissioned during Mass.

Come to historic Galong Monastery
Pilgrimage to Galong
Annual Archdiocesan Event
Sunday, 5 May
Mass will be celebrated at noon
Lunch prepared by different ethnic communities can be purchased after Mass
Crowning of the Statue and Marian Procession will begin at 2pm
Bring your own folding picnic chair for Mass and Benediction.

St Clement’s Monastery Kalangan Road, Galong NSW 2585
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We all grow if
we meet in
good will
By Archdiocesan Administrator
Mgr John Woods
The image of Pope Francis seeking
the blessing of the hushed crowd in St
Peter’s Square following his election as
the Vicar of Christ was poignant. The
unfeigned spirituality and humility of
the former Cardinal Jorge Mario
Bergoglio, “from the end of the world”,
was palpable.
Pope Francis is an appealing juxtaposition. He is the first pope from the
southern hemisphere, albeit of Italian
background. He is the first Jesuit pope
and he took inspiration from St Francis
of Assisi, the champion of the poor.
Pope Francis is a former high school
physics and literature teacher, an appointee to a number of Vatican congregations and a man of a conservative theological bent who has been engaged in
priestly formation. He is a man of modest habits consistent with a commitment
to social justice.
There is a founded hope that Pope
Francis has the wherewithal to undertake reform of the Vatican curia, to
regain credibility lost through the crisis
of child sexual abuse and to bridge different issues confronting Catholics of
the first and third worlds.
And yet before all else, Pope Francis
is a man of faith and prayer. The day
after his election he sought the interces-

sion of Mary, “the first disciple”, at St
Mary Major’s basilica and in his homily
he stated that the Church must not
become just another NGO.
“If we do not confess to Christ, what
would we be? We would end up a compassionate NGO. What would happen
would be like when children make sand
castles and then it all falls down.”
By so acting and speaking, Pope
Francis gave eloquent witness to both
the Year of Grace – to begin anew from
Christ - and the Year of Faith – to give
thanks for and to embrace the renewal
of the Second Vatican Council.
The Code of Canon Law (1983)
affirms that it is for the pope to determine
whether his office is “to be exercised in a
personal or a collegial manner” (c 333/2).
The most solemn form of the latter is an
ecumenical council (cf. Second Vatican
Council). Recent popes have from time to
time called a synod of (some) bishops to
address a particular aspect or region of
the universal church. Cardinals, working
in the Vatican or gathered in consistory,
advise the pope. Bishops make an official
visit to the Vatican every five years and
regular pastoral visits to the parishes of
their diocese.
The recent arrival of Papal Nuncio
Archbishop Paul Gallagher is a reminder of the Vatican’s ongoing engagement
with both the local church and civil gov-

Nimmitabel celebrates 150th

Sunday, 14 July, will mark 150 years
to the day since the foundation stone of
St Andrew’s Church, Nimmitabel, was
laid and blessed.
To mark the occasion, Mass will be
celebrated at noon followed by lunch.
The following notice appeared in the
Sydney Morning Herald of Thursday,
24 April, 1862:
TENDERS WANTED. - Tenders
will be received for the erection of a
Roman Catholic Church, at Nimitybelle,
until 30th of May 1862. Plans and
specifications may be seen at the architect’s office, St Mary’s, Sydney; at Rev
M M’Ilroy’s, CP, Goulburn; at A
McDonald’s, Nimitybelle, to whom all
tenders must be addressed.
On 27 July, 1863, the newspaper
reported the foundation stone was laid
by the Rev P Newman, pastor of
Cooma. “There was a very large attendance at the ceremony. The style of
architecture is Gothic, and the edifice is
considered a pleasing addition to this
rising township.“
Organisers would like a repetition of
the very large attendance, but those
attending will not be able to see the
foundation stone as it is believed to be

under the current altar, since the addition of a sanctuary and porch in 1917
covered the stone.
St Andrew’s is the oldest existing
Catholic church on the Monaro and for
many years was the church at the highest altitude.
The organising committee may be
contacted by email at StAndrews150@
yahoo.com.au or by telephone to Sr
Bernadette on 6454 6306.
The committee seeks copies of photographs of the church and the school
for display. These may be sent to St
Joseph’s Convent, 3 Kirke Street,
Nimmitabel NSW 2631, or to the email
address. Photographs will be returned.

Contributions to the letters to the editor section of Catholic Voice
are welcome. Letters should be no more than 300 words; a name,
address and daytime telephone number must be provided.
Names will be published.
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ernment. And yet, acknowledging that
grace builds on nature and that faith is
mediated through culture, how else can
the Church listen for and respond to the
movement of the Holy Spirit in diverse
cultures?
Canon law makes provision for plenary and provincial councils (cc. 439f).
The latter would be the gathering of all
Australian dioceses, the former the gathering of the dioceses of a state. Perhaps
it is time to consider such gatherings and
engage the living tradition of the “one,
holy, catholic and apostolic church” with
contemporary Australian culture? As the
Australian Church has made a strategic
and spiritual response to the crisis of
child sexual abuse, why not do so with
other pressing matters?
In making this suggestion I am conscious of the ongoing commitment of
overworked bishops and the often unheralded work of the Australian Catholic
Bishops Conference. Nonetheless, gatherings in council of representative faithful with the bishops would draw forth
graced wisdom and engender a greater
sense of co-responsibility in the Church.
The experience of our Archdiocese
of Canberra and Goulburn is instructive
in this regard. Encompassing the nation’s
capital and communities along the coast,
in the mountains, on rolling plains to the
north and west, and subject to
Commonwealth, State and Territorial
legislation, the clergy, religious and lay
faithful of our Archdiocese were never
so aware of being united in their diversity as when we prepared for and celebrated our archdiocesan synods of 1989
and 2004. We experienced something of
the same in welcoming young pilgrims to
World Youth Day 2008. If people are
invited to the table in good will, good
things happen.
However, before we too readily point
out what others might do, we should ask
how engaging are our parish communities? Do we talk to one another? Do we

inquire after those sick or absent from
Sunday Mass? Do we welcome the newcomer? Do we look to engage rather
than criticise from the sidelines?
Responses to these and associated questions will help us to see whether or not
we foster community at the most basic
level. Grace is mediated through culture,
yet it first builds on nature. What sort of
people are we seeking to be?
Again, we might ask how effective are
our mandated parish pastoral councils,
parish finance councils and recommended parish liturgy committees? These are
the local instrumentalities which further
the pastoral outreach, governance and
sanctification of parishioners.
It is, therefore, timely that Shawn van
der Linden and Sharon Brewer from
CatholicLife are visiting parishes to
assist them to take the pulse of their
community and to respond to it. I commend them and their work to your community. Rejoicing as we should in the
pontificate of Pope Francis, let us not
forget that the parish is fundamental to
the experience of church. Robert Bausch
maintains that in a parish “the pastor [or
parish priest] is more significant than the
pope, the sister than the cardinal, and
the secretary than the bishop.”
At the last month’s ecumenical celebration of St Patrick’s Day at the
Australian Centre for Christianity and
Culture, the former High Court Judge,
the Honourable Michael Kirby called
for a willingness to “cross over to the
other side”. The central tenet of our
faith is that God in Christ “crossed over
to the other side” and that we, the Body
of Christ are called to be “a sign and
instrument” of God’s desire for communion with all humanity. We may not
all agree, but surely we can all grow in
respect and understanding if we meet in
good will? May the new life we celebrate
in communion with Pope Francis this
Easter renew each and all of us.

letters to the editor
Religious rights should be poll issue
Freedom of religion is written into
the laws of western democracies and
has long been respected by all ruling
parties. Erosion of that freedom is,
however, evident in some democratic
countries including Australia.
Civil law should stand on firm principles, not vaporous slogans such as
“choice”, “quality of life” and “nondiscrimination”. The latter negative is
being used to declare certain citizens
phobic in an attempt to intimidate.
Christopher Dawson, an Englishman
living in the USA, has spoken of
encroaching totalitarianism in western
democracy. He also has warned that if
Christians cannot exert their right to
exist they will be pushed out of modern
culture and physical existence (AD2000
March 2013).
Persecution within democracies is
already evident. An evangelistic couple
in England, who served as foster parents and had an exemplary record, were
declared unfit guardians because of
their religious precepts, which the judge
condemned as “capricious, divisive and
arbitrary”. Mr and Mrs Johns had told

children that certain sexual acts between
consenting adults is sin.
Catholic charities across the USA
have been removed from vital social
services because they refused to adopt
policies or engage in procedures that
violate fundamental moral principles.
Also, a number of Christian families
in a town of Massachusetts sought to
remove their children from morally corruptive sex education classes in the
public school.
A court case ensued, Parker v
Hurley, and the constitutional right of
parents to choose the education of their
children was overturned.
Australian law courts have overruled
protection of human life, ushering in
the abortion of 100,000 infants annually plus the affliction of post-abortion
grief in mothers.
Marriage and family are currently
under attack at political level.
Civil and religious rights should be a
consideration at the forthcoming federal election.
Mrs M T Kennedy, Goulburn.

Letters may be edited for reasons of length, clarity and legality, and
to meet style requirements. They should be sent to Catholic Voice,
GPO Box 3089, Canberra 2601, or by email to ed.voice@cg.
catholic.org.au. The closing date for letters is the 15th of the month.
E-mail ed.voice@cg.catholic.org.au
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a centenary of canberra’s catholics
Advertisement

Home Base

Gerard Heffernan

Mortgage
activity
picks up

After a slow start to the
year, new data has revealed
that Home Loan activity is
currently on the rise.
According to RP Data’s
Mortgage Index, mortgage
activity has surged over the
past few weeks, the highest
since August 2009.
RP Data’s, Craig Mac
kenzie, said that in seasonally-adjusted terms, the index
increased, foreshadowing a
strong result for February
when the housing finance
data are released by the ABS
in mid-April.
“Of greater significance is
the fact that the raw index
value over the 28 days to
March 10 was the highest
since September 2009, which
was a point in time when
market activity was very
strong, underpinned by high
levels of first home buyer
activity stimulated by low
interest rates and the First
Homebuyer Grant Boost.”
“This suggests mortgage
market activity has rebounded
strongly in February after the
post-Christmas lull, driven by
increased levels of consumer
confidence, attractive mortgage interest rates (both fixed
and variable) driving strong
refinancing activity and
improved investor demand.”

Gerard Heffernan
02 62607880
0402 026 246
gh@tiffenandco.com
www.tiffenandco.com
23 Jardine Street,
Kingston ACT 2604

Looking back
over portraits
of a century

For the past two years Bishop Pat Power has been providing
a series of portraits of significant Catholics of the national
capital through the pages of Catholic Voice.
Two years ago, I began this series which has been a source of
great satisfaction to me. With the centenary of Canberra on the
horizon, I felt it was a good opportunity to highlight the contribution made to the life of our city by members of the Catholic
population.
With encouragement from Archbishop Mark Coleridge and
Catholic Voice editor Geoff Orchison, I began searching for subjects. The difficulty was not finding them, but limiting them to 23.
The choices were somewhat arbitrary. Another person
could well have selected 23 different personalities. I deliberately chose people whom I had
back even further than that, and I am
known personally.
grateful for his help and advice with
In those I have chosen, I have
this whole project.
probably revealed something of my
I am indebted as well to family
own values and aspirations, in highand friends of those about whom I
lighting the qualities I have admired
have written. I mention here in parin others.
ticular, Frank Boyle, who would have
I made a deliberate decision not to
been a worthy subject in his own right
overload with clergy and religious, so
with a long Canberra history and
only Mgr Haydon, Fr Tom Wright,
part of shaping its character in the
Good Samaritan Sr Clare Slattery
public service and in the Catholic life
and Christian Brother Don Gallagher
of Canberra.
were featured.
It has always been a source of
There are no bishops among them
pride for me that Canberra has been
as I believed that their contributions
relatively free of the sectarianism
are already well documented. Each
which has sometimes been part of life
month, I alternated between a male
elsewhere in Australia. Even before
and female subject. The whole 100
the Second Vatican Council commityears of Canberra has been covered
ted Catholics to the ecumenical
with Mgr Haydon and Miss Sylvia
movement, Canberra’s Catholics and
Curley there in 1913 and six of those
the members of other churches have
featured still alive to celebrate
enjoyed good relations.
Canberra’s centenary: Lady Mary
I have tried to highlight in this
Scholtens, Jim Rochford, Jean Reid,
series
the manner in which Catholics
Doug Blake, Br Don Gallagher and
have
taken
a broad view of their
Sir William Deane.
responsibilities
to the whole commuMy original intention was to
nity.
choose the subjects and then commisIn this way they have anticipated
sion various people to write about
or
implemented the exhortation of
them. However, when I spoke to the
Vatican
II’s Pastoral Constitution on
editor of my intentions, he indicated
the Church in the Modern World:
that he preferred me to be the sole
Old mates ... Fr Brian Maher and Bishop Pat Power “The joys and the hopes, the griefs
author for purposes of consistency.
and the anxieties of the people of this
In the meantime, Fr Brian Maher as children in George Street, Sydney, 1947
had already completed the story on Jim Rochford. Brian’s histori- age, particularly those who are in any way poor or afflicted, these
cal skills are legendary. He and I were seminary classmates and go too must be the joys and the hopes, the griefs and anxieties of all
the followers of Christ.”
One of my regrets was that Catholic Voice was not featuring
letters to editor during the life of the series, as it would have been
good to have garnered further information on the people and matters discussed. Maybe it is not too late for those additions to be
made.
It is my hope that this representative group of Canberra’s citizens can be an inspiration to us all as the national capital proudly
launches into its second century.
The series featured Mgr Patrick Haydon, Sylvia Curley, Stan
Cusack, Mary Scholtens, Fred Quinane, Kath Durie, Mick
Gallagher, Ursula Southwell, Jim Rochford, Olive Mulholland, Br
Don Gallagher, Jean Reid, Giuseppe Cataldo, Sr Clare Slattery,
Gerry Kilmartin, Kath Scott, Fr Tommy Wrighty, Edith Dickinson,
John Buckingham, Margaret Lyons, Doug Blake, Ethel McGuire
and Sir William Deane.
* As a result of the series in Catholic Voice, Libraries ACT
with permission has re-published the text of all the articles and
printable pdf files of the illustrated articles on its website. Go to
http://www.library.act.gov.au/ and follow the links to ACT
Heritage Library, then Local History, Personal Stories, Centenary
Two pages from
of Catholics.
the Pat Power series.

Building
the
Church
CDF Building the Church
Catholic Development Fund
Canberra and Goulburn

www.cdf.cg.catholic.org.au
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By chief executive officer of the
Australian bishops’ Truth Justice and
Healing Council Francis Sullivan
The Royal Commission Into Institut
ional Responses To Child Sexual Abuse
is a critical turning point for the
Australian community.
For too long there has been widespread confusion and concern about
how Church administrators have handled or mishandled child sex abuse cases.
The credibility of the Church, its ministries and members has been undermined
as a result of the scandal these atrocities
have caused.
Intense media scrutiny and increasing political pressure from all quarters
made an enquiry necessary to bring to
centre stage the needs of victims and
others damaged as a consequence.
Perhaps now a pathway to justice and
healing will emerge.
The leadership of the Catholic Church
has been unequivocal in supporting and
openly embracing the royal commission.
Despite some media commentary suggesting otherwise, the Church is embracing the royal commission in a transparent
and frank manner.
It is vital that the truth be revealed,
that victims have the opportunity to tell
their stories and receive justice. It is even
more crucial that a sustainable process
of healing and reconciliation be developed, resourced and implemented.
Most importantly the voices of the
victims need to be heard. Victims need
to be supported and encouraged to

E-mail ed.voice@cg.catholic.org.au

Voices of abuse
victims ‘need
to be heard’
speak their truth. This is particularly so
for those who have long felt intimidated
in airing their experiences. This will be
painful and may even be re-traumatising
for many. Appropriate measures to ease
this suffering must be a priority.
Undoubtedly institutions, not the least
our Church, must face the shame of
failure in this area.
But it is the victims and those damaged who have suffered the greatest
hurt, lived with the betrayal and been
ostracised from a place they once called
their spiritual home.
With this awareness and with a sense
of the need to express genuine sorrow
and offer some form of atonement, the
New South Wales bishops released the
Lenten pastoral letter “Sowing In Tears”.
Confronting the sinfulness of child
sexual abuse, the history of cover-ups and
mishandling of cases through such a communique is for many people long overdue.
Discarding an overly legalistic tone in the
approach to the public discourse around

these issues and
adopting a more
pastoral and compassionate voice is
also a welcome
change.
Of course, this
changes little for
those damaged by sex abuse and probably has little immediate effect on those
still suspicious of the Church’s motives.
But the pastoral letter represents the start
of a long journey towards revealing the
truth, bringing about justice and embarking on a process of healing.
And it is to support that same journey that the Truth Justice and Healing
Council
has
been
established.
Immediately after the announcement of
the royal commission the Church leaders, bishops and congregational leaders
established the council. Such quick and
decisive action speaks loudly of their
desire to allow the truth to emerge and
to face it openly and honestly.

Internet www.cg.catholic.org.au

The council will manage the legal
representation throughout the commission’s hearings on behalf of the entire
Church. It will also speak for the Church
in matters related to the commission.
Even more importantly, the council will
initiate research into best practice procedures, policies and structures to protect
children in the future, prevent sex abuse
and restore confidence in a community
that has clearly lost patience.
We will need to find imaginative
ways to reconcile with people damaged,
to build bridges with those estranged
from the Church through this scandal
and to reinvigorate the life of the Church
so it is a place of healing, forgiveness
and acceptance… so people experience
belonging rather than a feeling of being
set apart.
Many among us realise that there are
aspects of Church culture that need to
change.
This does not suggest a reactive
response but a considered examination
of how governance and administration,
pastoral planning, spiritual and liturgical life can become enlivened and better
integrated into the lives of Catholics.
Presently the child sexual abuse crisis
is eroding the life of the Church and its
integrity, along with its capacity to
attract ordinary people.
This present crisis calls us to refound our identity as a pilgrim people
humbly seeking God. As the NSW bishops indicate, this may well be heralded
by tears and lamenting, but it is surely
necessary if we are to reclaim our true
identity and purpose.
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acu turns 50

Capital’s history
flavours this
teacher’s past

By Fiona van der Plaat
While Josephite sister Dr Jo
Brady never met her grandfather, since he died more than a
decade before she was born, she
certainly knew her grandmother, who lived to a ripe old age.
But she feels an affinity to both
of them.
Her grandparents are former prime minister Sir Joseph
Lyons and the first woman
elected to the federal House of
Representatives, Dame Enid
Lyons.
Like Dr Brady, both were
committed Catholics and
trained as teachers in Hobart. It
is through them that she also
feels a connection with Canberra
– which is a good thing, since
she has found herself ensconced
in the capital more than once in
her lifetime.
Having finished her teacher
training at what was to become
the Signadou campus of
Australian Catholic University,
in Watson in 1972-73, she
returned in 2005 to take up an
academic position on the campus, where she is now the
national director for secondary
courses, the secondary co-ordinator and the campus leader for
the core curriculum.
As Signadou marked its
50th anniversary with a threeday celebration and reunion,
Dr Brady took the opportunity
to reflect on the march of time
since she took up residence in

the Sisters of St Joseph
Federation’s House of Studies
(now MacKillop House) in
Lyneham in the early 1970s.
At the time, Dominican sisters lived on campus and Dr
Brady admits to feeling a little
naughty when, returning as a
staff member a few years ago,
she first snuck past the reception desk and up to her office in
the top corner of the Signadou
Building.
“It was quite an eerie feeling, coming up those stairs. It
was very much out-of-bounds
to us back then,” she said,
pointing out the hand basin in
the corner that is a reminder the
little office was once the living
space for two Dominican nuns.
Although this “water baby”
missed the sea when she first
moved to Canberra from the
port-town of Burnie in Tas
mania, she made the most of
what her new home had to
offer, especially since founding
principal Sr Margaret Mary
Brown (then Sr Gerard) encouraged students to make use of
Canberra’s facilities.
“One of the biggest treats
was to study at the National
Library. It gave us an opening
into so many more resources,”
Dr Brady said.
Her cohort then was all
women – though men would
soon be allowed behind the
desks – and all teachers in training. It was also a time when

“the bishops wanted to set up
Canberra as an education centre for the religious orders … It
was quite a unique arrangement,” she said.
On completing her training,
Dr Brady was channelled into
secondary teaching, even though
her training was in primary. “I
didn’t end up teaching primary
until 20 years later and I was a
bit out of my depth, so I think it
was the right decision.”
She went on to become the
last Josephite principal of
Sacred Heart College in Hobart
and then completed her doctorate with ACU in Melbourne
before being enticed back to
Canberra.
Now she finds herself living
on what was the tennis court of
the property she started out on,

Noreen Dick has been known
by many names since she studied
primary teaching at Signadou in
the late 1960s.
Having started as Sr Rita,
she graduated as Sr Noreen
Hofman, then became Missy
Noreen to the Aboriginal children she taught near Alice
Springs, Mrs Noreen Dick to
others, Mum to her daughter
Helen and, late this year, whatever version of “grandmother”
her first grandchild goes for.
The various monikers reflect
the different stages of a rich life
that has taken unexpected
turns, but the one constant is
her unwavering Catholic faith.
It even survived the difficult
decision to leave the convent
after 16 years as a Black
Josephite and to later marry a
former priest, Clem Dick.
While it was all “above
board”, the two retreated to Ti
Tree, an Aboriginal community
200km north of Alice Springs,
where Clem’s brother owned a
roadhouse and where they

started a new chapter of their
lives.
Mrs Dick, or “Missy Nor
een”, took up a teaching position
in the school of more than 100
mainly Aboriginal children and,
among other “enlightening”
experiences, earned her bus driver’s licence and learnt to work
with children who were uncomfortable indoors, in shoes and, in
some cases, in underwear.
She went on to establish a
one-teacher “school within a
school” for children who showed
potential in their education and
then started a pre-school.
Daughter, Helen, was born
during their time in Ti Tree.
“Because she was conceived
there, she was initiated into the
tribe,” she said.
“They even gave her a name
– Ngungala. It means ‘little
black mulligrub’, which is funny
because she was such a fair little
thing.”
Helen, now 26 and Mrs
Helen Hamilton, has, after
some soul-searching when a

serious lung condition interrupted her architectural studies,
followed her mother into the
Catholic teaching profession
via Signadou.
“You’re mad,” her mother
had said, when she decided to
go down that path.
But Mrs Dick, who is on a
year’s long-service leave from St
Mary MacKillop College in
Tuggeranong before retiring
after 43 years at 66, had been
nothing but supportive.
Mrs Hamilton said she was
proud to have her mother in the
audience in the Great Hall of
Parliament House, when she officially graduated at the university’s 50-year celebration weekend.
Another daughter following
in her mother’s footsteps was
Julia Byrnes, whose mother
Catherine Smith studied at
Signadou in 1967-68 and then
completed a graduate diploma
in religious education in the
early 1990s.

Connections … Dr Jo Brady’s links to Canberra stretch back to a prime minister of the 1930s.

An inspiration by any name
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in one of a small set of units
she shares with fellow sisters,
who meet twice a week for
prayer or a meal.
She is a great believer in the
value Catholic-trained teachers
bring to the education system
and is in the perfect position to
foster ongoing generations of
teachers that make a difference.
“The Catholic Church has
so much tradition to draw from,
it helps to provide a different
world view … I also think the
university is a much more vital
place now,” she said.
“It’s really come of age and
its graduates have something in
particular to offer to society,
whether they are Catholic,
Christian or of other faiths.”
One of her current projects is
a program that embeds a tertiary

education course in a secondary
school setting – in this case, St
Mary MacKillop College in
Tuggeranong. She is also overseeing a major review and, for
the first time, national accreditation of the university’s courses.
Dr Brady is no stranger to
reviews. She has re-evaluated
her own status at various times
since she became a nun straight
out of school, in 1969 – not
least when her cosy little congregation of 30 morphed into
more than 800 when it merged
with the Sisters of St Joseph of
the Sacred Heart last year.
“I had to think about things
then,” she said. But she maintains a passion for what she
does that she hopes will be
passed on to future generations
of ACU graduates.

Proud … Noreen Dick congratulates daughter Helen
Hamilton after she graduated from Signadou, more than 40
years after her mother.
Ms Byrnes, a religious education teacher at Trinity
College in Goulburn, remembered her mother, who now
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lives in Cullerin near Goulburn,
teaching scripture at the little
state primary school in Gunn
ing.
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acu turns 50

Mary, how your
garden has grown
By Fiona van der Plaat
In her modern-day “civvies”,
Sr Mary Campion, OP, posed
next to a mannequin in the
Dominican habit of the 1960s,
which she would have worn during her seven years as lecturer
at Signadou Dominican College
of Education from 1965.
Now 81, and standing downstairs from what were her living
quarters in the Signadou Building
at what is now Australian
Catholic University in Watson, Sr
Mary marvelled at how things
have changed.
She was glad to see some
things hadn’t, though, as she
looked around at the gathering
in the building’s central rose
garden, celebrating Signadou’s
50th birthday. “It’s a joy to see
again the beautiful architecture
of the building and to see the
trees we used to water with a
bucket having grown so beautifully,” she said.
Those trees and roses made
the ideal setting for a late-afternoon reunion of mainly “old

girls”, including the college’s doctor of the Church, a modern
founding principal, Sr Margaret look because she wanted women
Mary (Gerard) Brown, and her of a similar age to relate to “my
successor, Sr Rosemary Lewins, favourite saint”.
both fresh from the Great Hall
“She was a determined young
of Parliament House, where they woman who had influence with
were awarded honorary doctor- powerful people, even the Pope,”
ates in the company of the uni- she said.
versity’s newly minted graduates.
A book on the history of the
“It’s a great thrill to meet peo- college-cum-university, To Learn ABOVE: Role model for
ple again whom I haven’t seen for – To Teach, Signadou 1963-2013, women … Archbishop
30 or 40 years, and to see how by Nancy Clarke, was launched Francis Carroll blesses
they remember the place, too,” Sr to mark the anniversary.
the sculpture.
Margaret Mary said.
“Everyone was made to feel
so welcome, especially because of
the small size of the place. I used
to go out during the holidays and
meet (the students’) families.”
The following day, Canberra’s
town crier Alan Moyse called
the congregation emerging from
Mass celebrated by Archbishop
Francis Carroll to the steps of
the Lewins Library, where the
college’s third principal, Sr
Pauline Riley, unveiled a sculpture of St Catherine of Siena. ABOVE LEFT: Under wraps … Sr Pauline Riley unveils a sculpture of St Catherine.
Sculptor Linda Klarfield said ABOVE RIGHT: Old habits … Sr Mary Campion with a mannequin wearing an old
she had given St Catherine, a Dominican habit.
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‘Inspiring venture’ comes to life

CAPITAL TRAVEL MANUKA
Your Harvest Agent in Canberra

24 Bougainville Street, Manuka 2603

|

Phone: 6295 2733

Former
Merici
College
principal
Catherine Rey was just
a touch concerned
about the new learning
centre the college has
named in her honour.
“In my experience,
people who have
things named after
them are usually
either dead or old and
doddery,” she joked.
But, satisfied that
she was neither, the
college’s immediate
past principal of 9 ½
years, and now principal of John Paul
College, officially
opened the Catherine
Rey Learning Centre,
an “inspiring venture” that she had a
significant hand in
bringing to life.
Merici
acting Inspiring … former Merici principal Catherine Rey, back behind a
prin
cipal Dr Ann
microphone at her old stomping ground.
Cleary said the centre
Merici old girl and now director of the
was not the college’s first flexible learning space,
Archdiocese’s Catholic Education Office
but it was the first to have no internal walls.
“It facilitates flexible student groupings Mrs Moira Najdecki helped to launch the
and team teaching, which break away from the learning centre as well as the revamped
industrial model of education that does not Pastoral Care Centre, which was rededicated
meet the needs of most students in the 21st to another former principal Mrs Julie
Dempster.
century,” she said.

Faith fuels lawyer’s passion
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Maria Vieira has
the kind of quiet, gentle demeanour that
often characterises
people with much to
give but not much to
prove.
It comes as something of a surprise,
then, when she says she
is a lawyer – a profession that would appear
to revolve around the
onus of proof.
“The reason I am a
A voice for the voiceless … Maria Vieira
lawyer is because I
is passionate about her faith and her
believe very passionately about being a voice work as a lawyer.
for the voiceless,” she said. Her first time, on a part-time basis and
interest lies in restorative justice, that she could continue working
“dialogue and reintegrating people while developing her faith.
“I want to study because I think
into the community”.
This passion is fuelled by her faith formation is important. It is an
deep-running Catholic faith, so a opportunity to engage at a deeper
berth in the 2013-14 Young Catholic level in the community,” she said.
It is also helping her to engage
Women’s Interfaith Fellowship promore with people through her work.
gram was a perfect fit.
Ms Vieira, from St John the “The deep listening skills you develApostle parish, Kippax, is one of 17 op are applicable across all parts of
women from around Australia who what you do.”
Ms Vieira, who is also studying
have joined the fellowship, a spiritual and academic enrichment pro- part-time for a doctorate in law,
gram offered by the Australian admits her approach to law might
not always be viewed as mainCatholic Bishops Conference.
The women will study for a stream. “I do get called a hippie at
graduate certificate in theology, work,” she said cheerfully. But she
while also taking part in regular believes in the value of restorative
live-in gatherings and chances to justice, which focuses on repairing
learn more about interfaith rela- the harm done by crime and helping
those most affected, including
tions and Catholic leadership.
Ms Vieira, 30, who is “passion- offenders.
She also believes in the value her
ate about my faith” and has “always
devoured everything to do with the- faith brings to her ability to connect
ology”, said she jumped at the with the people she works with. “I
chance to study with other women, always hold the other person in awe
especially once she found out the and wonder that they have been crefellowship was being offered, for the ated in the image of God,” she said.
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Expanding for today and the future
The new hub
opens at SFX

It’s been a few years in the
making and now the wait is
over.
Students and staff at St
Francis Xavier College have full
use of the newly built Student
Services Hub.
The architectural design has
created space for everyone,
including the expanding population of Senior students at the
College.
St Francis Xavier College is
a Catholic Coeducational college for students Years 7-12.
It is committed to delivering
quality education, and encouraging students to grasp opportunities and learning with
enthusiasm and commitment.
The College has a strong
academic program, providing a
diverse range of subjects, with
an emphasis on pastoral care
and student development.
Living the truth, leading
with courage and learning for
life is the motto that runs deeply through the culture at St
Francis Xavier College.
The College is fostering
growth in the future leaders of

the community and creating
ways for students to participate
in outreach programs and community service.
Principal Mr Angus Tulley
says that “our vision is to develop young people who are prepared to give back to their community”.
Children’s learning environments are paramount to accomplishment, and the learning
spaces have been created to
allow the use of light, air and
space. The new Hub is no
exception.
It is impressive, encompassing a large open plan gathering
space, lined with windows, and
filled with couches and tables
for students to come together,
create ideas, relax and learn.
The space has been designed
to bring people together. It is
aesthetically pleasing and provides access to technology.
The students have a large
space for connecting with others, while having a continuum of
services, being close in proximity
to both the Resource Centre and
the Canteen and cafeteria. This

E-mail ed.voice@cg.catholic.org.au

will meet the needs of students
with sustenance and information gathering.
Extra classrooms and teaching areas are a key component
to the development; aiming to
accommodate current students,
while looking to the future.
Offices for key staff members
have been strategically placed
for students to access easily,

allowing teachers to be available
to students which encourages
interaction and enables support.
Senior students in Years 11
and 12 have a new Senior
Common Room, which is again
close to learning facilities and
the Canteen.
This room is designed to
give them a separate space for
learning and connecting.

Internet www.cg.catholic.org.au

There is a new Staffroom
upstairs, giving staff a wonderful
facility for professional learning.
If you want to know more
about the College or see the
new facilities at St Francis
Xavier College, come to the
Open Day on Wednesday, 8
May, or telephone 6258 1055
and make an appointment.
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Pope’s man
has an
appreciation
of ‘God’s
sense of
humour’

By Beth Doherty
The work of an Apostolic Nuncio is one of
the least understood functions in the Catholic
Church, and yet its impact on the overall faith
life of a country can be fundamental.
Liverpool-born Archbishop Paul Gallagher
was appointed Apostolic Nuncio to Australia
in December, following Archbishop Giuseppe
Lazzarotto, and arrived in Canberra last
month.
Archbishop Gallagher comes with many
hopes, and a very real and considered sense of
the mission field he has entered.
His previous two posts have been in physically smaller countries, being Apostolic Nuncio
to Burundi and Guatemala.
“My countries have been getting bigger
since I have been a nuncio. Burundi was 26,000
square kilometres, Guatemala 40,000, but what
is that compared with Australia?” he said. “Of
course the population density is different, but
the sheer distances are daunting.”
He is aware urgent matters await him, but
conscious that the work is nuanced and requires
careful discernment and reflection.
“The hope of any nuncio is to make a positive contribution to the place where they are
sent to serve,” he said. “At one level, I am here
to represent the Holy See and the Holy Father
to the political community and the people.
From a diplomatic perspective, we are always
interested in improving relations and working
together. I really look forward to working with
the bishops and the people of this country.
“I come here to Australia, continuing to live
my life of faith as I have before. I wish to be of
service to the local communities in whatever
way that is possible through my work for the
Holy Father.
“My work here is only valuable and significant to the point that I confirm and strengthen
the local people, who will be here when I’m
gone.”
Australia’s Church faces a crucial time with
a number of dioceses, including Canberra and
Goulburn, without bishops or others with
bishops at or approaching retirement age.
The Royal Commission into Institutional
Responses to Child Sexual Abuse will also be a
focus for the Church during his time here.
“I am apprehensive about my ability to act
usefully and positively in the whole question of
sexual abuse and which quite rightly the complaints, denunciation and scandal have demonstrated,” he said.
“The work in this country in terms of the
need for episcopal appointments is also considerable and urgent. We hope to move things
forward. However, obviously I can’t arrive on
Friday and appoint bishops on Monday morning, but we will move as quickly as possible.”
Archbishop Gallagher’s quietly enunciated
faith in Jesus has carried him through challenging times. He is open, too, about the fact that
his background before coming to Australia is
proof to him that “God has a sense of humour”.
Born in Liverpool and raised in a Benedictine
parish, most thought he would become a
monk. Then he was sent to a Jesuit school, so
it was thought he might become a Jesuit.
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Information Day on Issues
around Modern Sexuality
Saturday April 27, 2013 in The Collins Wing,
St Benedicts Mission Centre, Narrabundah.
Presented by Ron Brookman from Living Waters
Australia.
The day will focus on restoration, and finding freedom
and fullness from:
The pain of pornography for those who look
and those who live with them
Unwanted same sex attraction, Sexual addiction
Recovery from sexual abuse
Gender confusion, and
The fear of intimacy
The presentation includes insights from Pope John Paul
11’s Theology of the Body
The day will have three sessions:
10:00am to 12:00pm Presentation
1.30pm to 3.30pm
Presentation
4:00pm to 5.30pm Optional Ministry time

“In my mid teens I responded to an appeal
for vocations in my home archdiocese, when
the vocations shortage started,” he said.
“The vocations director began a campaign
for priests and we went to vocations seminars.
“I came to the discernment that I wanted to
be a diocesan priest. I wanted to share with
others the faith that I had discovered and ultimately the great joy and happiness of belief in
Jesus Christ. l Cont Page 23.

Liverpool-born
Archbishop Paul
Gallagher was the
last nuncio to be
received by Pope
Benedict XVI before
his retirement.
Picture:
L’Osservatore
Romano.
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About Pastor Ron Brookman:
Rev Ron Brookman leads Living Waters Australia and the
Healing Community at Ramsgate Uniting Church. His life
story illustrates how keeping quiet about secret sexual
passions and drives can lead to deep problems and pain.
Ron’s story of a double life as a minister hiding homosexual
sin demonstrates how powerless we become, in the face of
hidden sexual compulsions. It ends with the good news of
Jesus’ gospel setting him free, restoring his soul and life, and
giving him a new beginning. Ron now helps others caught
in the grip of sexual compulsions to find freedom through
the ministry of Living Waters. He is happily and faithfully
married to Ruth, and is the father of 5.
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a tale of four books

Author plots the lane to success
A lot of fact can be found in Mick
O’Donnell’s fiction.
His years in radio communications
and cryptography with the Navy, especially in Vietnam and Papua New
Guinea, and later in criminal intelligence and chaplaincy with the federal
police (notably in the Solomon Islands),
have given him much to work with.
Some of the characters the retired
Canberra deacon has encountered
over the years, and the insight he has
gained into World War II and its lasting impact on the Pacific, are at the
heart of his murder mystery The
Spectre of Stillsbury Lane.
But, among all the “quite real”
events and locations the book encom-

passes, a “skinny insignificant laneway”
beside the Imperial Hotel in Maitland,
in the NSW Hunter Valley, takes centre
stage.
Stillsbury Lane is a piece of
Deacon O’Donnell’s past.
He lived at the Imperial Hotel for
some of his youth and it seemed a
good place to start, with the body of
a Japanese official, in a tale built
around the unfolding war at
Guadalcanal in the Pacific after the
Pearl Harbour attacks and the threat
to Australia.
The novel was Deacon O’Donnell’s
way of mixing his love of writing with
his knowledge of history and the stories he has collected over the years.

Imaginative appeal to young readers
Chris Perkins has a vivid imagination and
loves to tell stories.
He has learnt the hard way, however, that
such traits don’t necessarily sell your CV to a
prospective employer.
At 33, he has tried many times to get his
career wheels spinning – in everything from
sports science and singing to teaching and, yes,
even creative writing – but, for a variety of
reasons, has stalled every time.
In the end, Mr Perkins, a parishioner of St
Thomas the Apostle, Kambah, decided he
would back his ability and invest in his own
book.
He found a publisher for his fairy tale The
Adventures of Loren and Lightning, which is
attracting interest from primary schools as a
book designed to appeal to young, and often
reluctant, readers.
This is exactly what Mr Perkins had in
mind for the book, to be launched this month
at Manuka’s Paperchain bookshop.
His short-lived early childhood teaching
studies had left him disillusioned with the way
reading is taught. “I felt like teachers weren’t
actually letting the kids read … and it was all
online and stuff about underpants.”
So he dug up an 800-word story he had
written for a creative writing assessment and,
not at all put off by the fact it had earned him
only a modest pass, turned it into a 5000-word
tale of daring princesses, magical animals and
evil wizards.

He launched the book in Queanbeyan
on Australia Day and will also stage a
symbolic launch in Maitland on
Anzac Day.
Deacon O’Donnell won’t be resting on his laurels after that, however.
Given that “I can type as fast as I
can think”, he has already written
half his next book, Betrayal: The
Curse of Father Patterson, set during
World War I.
He says it is based on a “fascinating
real story. There is conscription, not to
mention wayward priests and nuns …
let’s say it’s a bit controversial.”
LEFT: Truth stranger than fiction …
Deacon Mick O’Donnell has a lot of
true stories to fuel his fictional ones.

Author Sr Bernadette O’Sullivan (second from left) with
Sr Teresa Keane (Bombala), Sr Magdalen McDonald (Cooma),
Sr Rosemary Hart and Sr Brigid McMahon (Eden).

He also added another story, at the publisher’s request.
He is now putting his vivid imagination to
work on a second book.
And he has plans to resurrect a yarn about
a cricket bat-cum-laser sword that his fellow
creative writing students loved. “So I figure
young kids will like it too,” he said.

ABOVE: Fun with fantasy … Chris
Perkins hopes his fairy tales enthuse
beginner readers.

Eden honours its Flora

Eden’s bond with St Mary
MacKillop was further strengthened with parishioners hosting a
book launch in honour of Mary’s
mother, Flora, who drowned at
Greencape, south of Eden, in the
wreck of the steamer Ly-ee-Moon
in 1886.
Sr Bernadette O’Sullivan, of
Nimmitabel, chose Eden for the
premier launch of her book “Flora

MacKillop, A Truly Blessed
Mother”, with Sr Kath O’Connor
of Sydney. The book quickly sold
out but is now available at the
Mary MacKillop Hall, Eden.
About 60 people attended the
launch including members of the
Sisters of St Joseph and descendants of the Power family who
cared for Flora’s body in Eden
after the ship wreck.

Youth amid the headstones

Among the 17 headstones in the St
Patrick’s College private cemetery in Goulburn
is that of a 14-year-old boy James Coman.
Part of the inscription reads, from the
Book of Wisdom, “He was taken away lest
wickedness should alter his understanding
or deceit beguile his soul.”
It is not clear whether James, who came
from Combaning in the Riverina and died in
1875, was a student at St Pat’s. But, given he
is in the company of priests and a teacher
who lived at the school, June Penny thinks it
is likely. Ms Penny, an enthusiast of headstone inscriptions, is the co-author (with Jan
Grant) of Goulburn Pioneer Cemeteries: St
Saviours, Mortis Street, Towrang, Jewish
and St Patrick’s College, which has been
compiled as part of the city’s 150th anniversary celebrations.
She said that, apart from St Pat’s, there
are 258 Catholic headstones marking the
graves of 463 people in the large Mortis St
cemetery.
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RIGHT: Grounded in history …
headstones in St Patrick’s College
private cemetery.
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young voices at mt carmel central, yass

It was all about “doing words” in Mrs Alison Hall’s Year 2 class at Mt Carmel
Central. “I’m loving the way you’re all thinking,” the teacher declared, as the
children shared ideas as a group before testing their skills in crossword puzzles.
There was also time for a bit of quiet reading with friends.
ABOVE: Artworks by (from left) Toby
Russell (Year 1); Carlo Ghirardello
(Kinder); Erin Teasdale (Year 2); Grace
Bush (Kinder); Pearl Fuller (Year 2).

ABOVE: Thinking, thinking ... Jackson
Marchei works on his crossword.
BELOW: Book buddies ... Caitlin Longley
reads to Huggy Bear.
BOTTOM: Screen time ... Hayley Silcock
and Liana Brown at the computer.

TOP: All eyes to the front ...
Mrs Alison Hall takes the floor
in a class discussion.
ABOVE LEFT: Page turners ...
Billie Walls, Toby Rumble and
Charlie Hodges enjoy some
reading time.
ABOVE RIGHT: On time ...
Bailey Scheffler and Amy
Herring set the clock.
LEFT: Too Cool for school ...
Jamie Glover and William Kelly
chill out with a book.
RIGHT: Where in the world are
we? ... Joseph McCarter and
Callum Carniel take a global
view of learning.
E-mail ed.voice@cg.catholic.org.au
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people

The sounds of
community
Four choirs who regularly provide music for
Mass at St Thomas the Apostle Church,
Kambah, feature on a CD the parish has put
together as “a celebration of the diversity of
music played at St Thomas’ and the community
of different cultures that share the one faith”.
The CD, called Different Cultures One
Voice, also features a song written and performed by parishioner Max Giampetro, who
is the artist behind the stained glass doors and
windows in the church.
The four songs performed by the St
Thomas the Apostle parish choir are originals, written by Canberrans and embraced by
the congregation.
The Vietnamese community’s Dung Lac
Choir, which rehearses and sings at Kambah
as well as performing with other choirs around
Canberra, including at St Christopher’s
Cathedral, features on the album.
So too does the Couples for Christ and
Friends Choir, which performs at other
churches around Tuggeranong, and the Youth
for Christ Choir, which also sings at Holy
Family in Gowrie and St Peter Chanel’s in
Yarralumla.
The CD will be on sale at an all-welcome
launch at St Thomas the Apostle Primary School
hall, Kambah, at 7pm on Friday, 12 April. The
featured choirs will perform at the event.

First conference
for catechists

The new evangelisation will be the focus of
the Archdiocese’s first catechists conference, to
be held at the Rheinberger Function Centre at
Yarralumla on 4 and 5 October.
A keynote speaker in a weekend of seminars, scripture and socialising, will be director
of Catholic Education from Victoria’s
Sandhurst Diocese Ms Phil Billington, who has
worked with catechists in the Archdiocese in
the past.
Mr Shayne Bennett, who established NET
Ministries in Australia and has more than 30
years’ experience in ministry with young people, will deliver the other keynote address.

Supporting others their cup of tea

One thing the Catholic Women’s
League would like to make clear from
the start is that “tea making is superfluous to what we are here for”, as life
member Eileen Hogg points out.
She said the CWL in the
Archdiocese had done a lot of serious
work over 65 years.
Apart from offering spiritual and
social support to women in its own
parishes, it has not shied away from
the big picture, including campaigning
on issues such as same-sex marriage,
abortion and Sunday trading.
But there is no denying that many
matters have been discussed, problems
solved and counselling offered over a
cuppa or two. So it is fitting that teapots were the centrepieces when the
women of the league celebrated the
Archdiocese’s 150th anniversary.
Women were asked to bring a teapot over which to share memories during a lunch at St Joseph’s in O’Connor.
One with more memories to share
than most was Lady Mary Scholtens,
who has been on board since the
league started out as a group pulled
together in the late 1940s by Canberra
parish priest Fr Patrick Haydon to
help welcome international VIPs and
heads of missions.
The group eventually organised
itself into its present format, though
the size and number of parish-based
branches has shifted over the years.

Tea for three … Eileen Hogg pours a cuppa for the longest-serving
member of the Archdiocese’s CWL Mary Scholtens (left) and Leone Carse.
The make-up of the meetings has
also changed significantly. As Lady
Scholtens said, “We are mostly seniors now.”
Practical assistance in the early
days was more likely to take the form
of child minding or providing food for
young families. “We also used to welcome a lot of migrant children and
women,”she said.
“We would invite them to lunch,
prepare all this food, then end up eating it all ourselves because their husbands were often not sure about it all.”

93 and he’s
still serving
It seems Catholic Voice has unwittingly
started a competition for the mantle of the oldest acolyte in the Archdiocese.
No sooner had 92-year-old Joe Reardon,
from St Patrick’s in Gundagai, suggested
(March, Catholic Voice) that he might well be
it than a contender from Grenfell emerged.
Jack Grant (left) who turned 93 on 31
March, has manned the altar of St Joseph’s at
least once a month for 20 years. It’s a job that
allows him to “give back after all these years”,
he said, and he plans to keep it up as long as
possible. “But I am always a bit careful these
days when I’m walking down the steps – I’m
worried I might spill the host or the wine.”

RCIA presentation

Now, they are more likely to be
offering support to older people with
serious illnesses, senior league member, Leone Carse, says,.
The women have fond memories of
travelling to country branch meetings
and other gatherings. Lady Scholtens
alludes to a road trip to Adelaide one
year in a “big car” belonging to her
husband, Jim (Sir James Scholtens).
“It was such fun,” she said, smiling
conspiratorially at Mrs Carse. As with
any good group, it seems, what happens on the road stays on the road.

The best brekkie

If Catholic Schools Week is a “celebration
of community”, as Catholic Education director Moira Najdecki put it, then St Michael’s
Primary School in Kaleen nailed the brief
when it laid on a hearty cooked breakfast for
families, friends and politicians.
ACT Education Minister Joy Burch declared
hers “the best bacon and eggs I’ve had in some
time”, while the enjoyment was smeared across
the faces – and down the front of school uniforms, in some cases – of the children.
The parents, for their part, soaked up the
chance to let someone else handle the morning
breakfast rush for once.
The community breakfast, which fed about
120 people, has been a feature of the St
Michael’s calendar for seven years.

ABOVE: Breakfast of champions …
Joe Giucci with his sons Isaac (left) and
Pharell.
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Nine catechumens and 17 candidates (pictured above) were presented at the Rite of
Election and Enrolment held at St Christ
opher’s Cathedral. Archdiocesan Admin
istrator Mgr John Woods presided, with Fr
Michael Lim (Goulburn), Fr Steve Fletcher
(Narrabundah), Fr Varghese Vavolil (Cath
edral) concelebrating.
The catechumens and candidates were
accompanied by sponsors and RCIA teams
from the parishes of Narrabundah, South
Tuggeranong, Page, Barellan/Binya, Cathedral,
Goulburn and Yass.

E-mail ed.voice@cg.catholic.org.au
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aWhen will we

be free of
our anxiety?
Anxiety, like all tensions,
eats at us at various levels. More
superficially, we worry about
many things. Deep down
though we are anxious in a way
that colours most everything we
do. So much of what motivates
and drives us is an unconscious
attempt to free ourselves from
anxiety.
We are forever nursing the
hope that we can free ourselves
from anxiety through achievement, success, financial security, fame, leaving a mark, and
through power and sex.
We nurse the secret belief
that if we have the right combination of these in our lives we
will have the substance we need
to feel secure and non-anxious.
But experience soon teaches
us that these things, though
good in themselves, are not our
cure. Indeed they can, and often
do, make us more anxious: As
soon as we have financial security, we become anxious about

Ron Rolheiser
Fr Ron
Rolheiser,
theologian,
teacher, and
award-winning
author, is
president of
the Oblate
School of Theology in Texas.
www.ronrolheiser.com

protecting it; and as soon as we
have power, we are constantly
looking over our shoulders in
fear about losing it.
As well, success can quickly
become a cancer because we
have a congenital propensity to
identify our self-worth with our
achievements and this pressures
us always to be doing something of importance for fear of
no longer feeling worthwhile.
And sex, unless it is experienced inside a truly committed
and unconditional relationship,
becomes a drug, with the same
addictive quality and ineffectiveness as any other drug. Sex,
like achievement and fame, will
not quell the deep demons
inside us.
We are forever trying to give
ourselves wholeness, but we
cannot. We cannot self-justify.
We cannot make ourselves
immortal. We cannot write our
own names into heaven. Only
love casts out anxiety and,

indeed, only a certain kind of
love can give us substance. Only
God’s love can write our names
into heaven. What’s the algebra
here?
Some years ago, I went on a
week-long retreat directed by
Fr Robert Michel, a FrenchCanadian, Oblate missionary.
He began the retreat with these
words: “I want to make this a
very simple retreat for you. I
want to teach you how to pray
in a particular way. I want to
teach you how to pray so that in
your prayer, sometime, perhaps
not this week, perhaps not even
this year, but sometime, you
will open yourself so that in
your deepest self you will hear
God say to you: ‘I love you!’
“Because before you hear
this inside you, nothing will be
enough for you. You’ll be
searching for this and for that,
running here and running there,
trying every kind of thing, but

nothing will ever be quite right.
After you hear this from God,
you will have substance; you
will have found the thing you’ve
been looking for for so long.
Only after you have heard these
words will you finally be free of
your anxiety.”
In a culture too easily given
to false sophistication, it can be
tempting to dismiss his words
as naïve, or over-pious, or sentimental; but what these words
are inviting us to is, in essence,
what Jesus invites us to in John’s
Gospel.
As we know, in the Gospel
of John, Jesus exhibits very little humanity. John’s Gospel
depicts him as divine from the
first page to the last. And, in
that Gospel, the first words out
of Jesus’ mouth are an invitation: “What are you looking
for?”
The entire Gospel of John
then tries to answer that question: What are we looking for?
Throughout John’s Gospel,
Jesus tells us that we are looking for many things: Livingwater which quenches our
deepest thirst and never needs
to be drunk again, a truth that
sets us free, a rebirth to something above, a light that shines
eternally. But these images can
seem abstract. What’s the real
kernel inside them?
The Gospel of John eventually answers that in a very clear

way. Near the end of the Gospel
(indeed this was probably the
original end of John’s Gospel)
we have that poignant, postresurrection meeting between
Jesus and Mary of Magdala.
It takes place in a garden,
the archetypal place where love
happens: Mary, carrying spices
to embalm his dead body, goes
searching for Jesus on Easter
Sunday morning. She meets
him, but doesn’t recognise him.
Supposing him to be the
gardener, she asks him where
she might find the body of the
dead Jesus.
Jesus replies by repeating
the question with which he
opened the Gospel: “What are
you looking for?” Then, before
she can answer, he gives the
deepest answer to that question: He pronounces her name
in love: “Mary”.
In that very particularised
affirmation of love (for which
Robert Michel invites us to
pray) he writes her name into
heaven. He gives her substance,
and he cures her of her anxiety.
Since love needs to be mutual, that affirmation has to be
responded to in kind.
And in that lies the risk. As
Simone Weil puts it: “Inner
communion is good for the
good and bad for the bad. God
invites all the dammed into paradise, but for them it is hell.”
God willing, for us it is heaven.

God’s ‘sense of humour’ Young
• From Page 19.
“The Archbishop sent me to
Rome when I was 17. This is
where the proof is that God has a
sense of humour because since
then I have spent just two years in
the UK.
“When I was in the seminary,
there was no one from the UK in
the diplomatic service. I wasn’t
the first ‘head on the block’, but
they eventually worked their way
down to me.”
Archbishop Gallagher speaks
candidly about the adaptation
that is required in working in different cultures.
“For example, I had never
eaten a bowl of spaghetti before
going to Rome,” he said.
“My first post was in Tanzania
from 1984-1988, and it was quite
difficult to adapt to. It was a
steep learning curve. At that time
however, I was very privileged to
work with a very active pastoral
nuncio, who spent a lot of energy
travelling around the country,
who created a new diocese and
really knew the people.
“He was an incredible workforce. I learnt a lot from him. I
saw that when the nunciature
works well that you can make a
contribution and help resolve situations.”
It was experiences like this
and personal gifts that led
Archbishop Gallagher to dangerous posts, most notably his time
in Burundi.
“Burundi was a problematic
mission,” he said. “I was designated in November 2003 to go to

Burundi and we were waiting for
the authorities to do the Agrément
(diplomatic recognition in the
country) so that I could begin my
diplomatic mission. On 29
December of that year, my predecessor was assassinated.
“Obviously, that coloured the
beginning of my mission. Normally
when you become a nuncio, it is a
moment of immense joy.
My appointment to Burundi
was overshadowed by Archbishop
Michael Courtney’s death. The
circumstances were pretty grim.
Going there in April 2004 to take
over from where he had done a
magnificent job obviously wasn’t
easy.
“Again, these things are questions of faith. You don’t go to a
place merely because you are
asked, but you find the motivation through faith.”
Speaking of his time in Guat
emala where he lived from 2009,
Archbishop Gallagher is well
aware of the difference between
his previous post and his new one.
“Here in Australia we all enjoy
a degree of security that many
Central Americans can only
dream of,” he said. “It was a great
joy to be in Guatemala, but the
shadow of terrible insecurity and
of a people very brutalised by
their history was intense.
“One thing I have learned as a
nuncio and in the light of faith is
that challenges to the Church can
be purifying. They invite people
to put their faith into action.”

E-mail ed.voice@cg.catholic.org.au

reaches
out to
the young

When principal Michael
Philpot and the community
council of St Mary’s Primary
School in Young decided to
go down the iPad path, they
fully expected to encounter
obstacles.
Their plan was to start by
equipping each teacher with
both an iPad and, importantly, the ability to use it –
which, Mr Philpot admits,
took a little gentle persuasion in some cases, not to
mention a bit of “homework” for the teachers.
The next step in the project was to ensure every year
5 and 6 student had an iPad
by the start of this school
year. Since funding 100
iPads was out of the school
budget’s reach, this meant
putting the onus on parents
to provide the equipment
and, of course, the allimportant insurance.
While there were a few
objections, Mr Philpot said
they were mainly moneybased and the school had
been able to lend iPads to
those least able to afford
them.

Internet www.cg.catholic.org.au

App happy … St Mary’s Year 6 students (left to right)
Brooke Hunter, Chelsea Gibson and Paris Mohr put
their iPads to good use.
He is a great believer in
the educational benefits of
such technology and said the
effort had been worth it.
The school has been
rewarded for its commitment
to the project with selection
as the Archdiocese’s “exem-

plar iPad primary school”.
This entitles it to support and
professional learning opportunities from Apple, which
Mr Philpot said would enable the school to make the
most of the technology as a
learning tool.
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films

SHORTS

Playing for Keeps. Starring Gerard Butler,
Jessica Biehl, Noah Lomax, Judy Greer,
Catherine Zeta-Jones, Uma Thurman, Dennis
Quaid. Directed by Gabriele Muccini. 105
minutes. Roadshow. M (coarse language).
The first moments might lead us to believe
that this is a film about soccer. There is soccer,
but this is more of a story about family, and
the relationship between a father and his son.
He makes the right decisions ultimately, perhaps not the way we were expecting.
The Imposter. Documentary. Directed
by Bart Layton. 99 minutes. M (Coarse
language and mature themes).
This British film has the kind of plot
that, if a fiction film used it, one would
think it too far-fetched to believe. It tells
story of Frederic Bourdin, a French conman, who specialised in identity fraud. It
fits the well-known dictum: truth is often
stranger than fiction.
Mama. Starring Jessica Chastain,
Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, Megan Charpentier,
Isabelle Nelisse, Daniel Kash, and Javier
Botet. Directed by Andy Muschietti. 100
minutes. M (Horror themes, violence and
infrequent coarse language).
Arguably, one of the finest exponents of
the fantasy-horror genre Mexican director
Guillermo del Toro is co-producer of this
Spanish-Canadian horror film with a twisty
and elaborate plot. The fanciful ending is
extraordinarily imaginative and affecting.
Barbara. Starring Nina Hoss, Ronald
Zehrfeld, Rainer Bock, Jasna Fritzi Bauer,
and Mark Waschke. Directed by Christian
Petzold. 101 minutes. M (Mature themes
and sexual references).
This is a moving and commanding film
about a resolute woman, whose actions
save another, if not herself. A complex and
thoughtful film.

Fantasy in an Oz we don’t know
Oz The Great and Powerful. Starr
ing James Franco, Rachel Weisz, Mila
Kunis, Michelle Williams, Zach Braff,
Bill Cobb. Directed by Sam Raimi. 130
minutes. Disney. PG (Mild fantasy violence and some scary scenes).
Reviewer: Fr Peter Malone MSC*.
If you have never read any of Frank
L Baum’s Oz novels and have only seen
The Wizard of Oz, you may have wondered who the wizard actually was and
how he finished up with his tricks in the
Emerald City. Here is your answer.
Sam Raimi, after his Spiderman
films (which starred James Franco in
two of them), has opted for a lavish
fantasy. His writers have also suggested a parallel with Oscar (the wizard)
and his experience with that of
Dorothy. Oscar is a carnival showman-conman in Kansas in 1905 – and
the sequences are filmed in black and
white and box-size screen like the 1939
film. Frank (Zach Braff) is Oscar’s
put-upon assistant. Annie (Michelle
Williams) is in love with Oscar but has
received another proposal. He is prepared to let her go. Both Frank and
Annie will reappear in Oz.
When Oscar cannot help a crippled
girl to walk, the crowds pursue him
and he escapes in a hot-air balloon
and, like Dorothy, he is whirled away
in a powerful storm – and lands in Oz.
We are not quite familiar with this Oz.
It is beautiful and colourful (and there
are Munchkins). There is the Emerald
City and the yellow brick road. But
the characters there are different.
Oz is ruled by an evil but beautiful
(it is Rachel Weisz) witch, Evanora.
She has a nice sister, Theodora (Mila
Kunis) who is instantly attracted to
Oscar. The word is that Glinda, the
daughter of the former ruler, had
murdered her father. We guess at once
that it was really Evanora who did it.
A flying monkey, Finley, also turns up
and becomes Oscar’s assistant, lugging around his bag of tricks. Finley is
voiced by Zach Braff and is the equiv-

James Franco and Michelle Williams in Oz The Great and Powerful.
alent of Frank. The crippled girl
appears again in the form of a china
doll that Oscar rescues and repairs
and who joins in the fight against
Evanora.
They tell Oscar that there is a
prophecy that he will turn up and save
the people of Oz. However, he is more
interested in himself, gold and getting
out of there in his balloon.
But, matters do not go well.
Evanora takes over her sister who has
perceived Oscar as abandoning her.
By a sinister transformation, Theodora
turns into the Wicked Witch of the
West, bent on revenge on Oscar. But,
we do remember who Glinda, the
good witch is – and she is played by
Michelle Williams.
The rest of the film tells how
Glinda sees good in Oscar, how they
join good forces to combat Evanora
(without any deaths). Which means
that Oscar has to delve into that bag
of tricks. He becomes the Wizard and

defeats the enemies, especially through
that device we remember from The
Wizard of Oz, his projecting his image
and voice on a big screen, while he is
hidden behind the curtains. Everything
is in place for the arrival of Dorothy
and her story.
It was all filmed in very effective
3D. The sets are wonderful. The action
is most entertaining. James Franco
seems to be enjoying himself as Oscar.
Rachel Weisz is a convincing villain
and Michelle Williams a very nice
heroine. There is something strange
about Mila Kunis both as the good
Theodora and very strange, and
unconvincing, as the Wicked Witch.
Hard to know whether the planning of the film intended it for younger audiences or not, or for older audiences. There is a lot to admire and
enjoy, but overall, it is not quite there.
•
Fr Peter Malone MSC is an
associate of the Australian Catholic
Office for Film and Broadcasting.

You know there’s one in all of us
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Goddess. Starring: Laura
Michelle Kelly, Ronan Keat
ing, and Magda Szubanski.
Directed by Mark Lamprell.
104 minutes. Roadshow
Films. PG (Mild sexual references and coarse language). Reviewer: Peter W
Sheehan*.
This is an Australian
comedy-musical that is
based on a stage play, “Sink
Songs”, written by Joanna
Weinberg. The film is cowritten by the author of the
stage play, and the director
of the movie. The stage play
was a one-woman show,
performed by Weinberg.
Elspeth Dickens (Laura
Michelle Kelly) struggles to
balance career and motherhood when her husband,
James (Ronan Keating),
goes away regularly to protect the whale species. While
James is at sea recording the
sounds of whales, he leaves
Elspeth behind in a country
farmhouse with two badly

behaved young children,
who are wearing her down.
Lonely, stressed, and
unable to cope, she takes
James’ advice and installs a
webcam in her kitchen to see
him while he is away, but he
is never there. She wiles away
the time by dancing, singing
and dressing-up in front the
camera. The roles she steps
into and out of create a fantasy world for her.
Streamed into YouTube
and Facebook, a whole lot
of people start enjoying her
routines, and she quickly
becomes a media sensation
for her catchy sink-songs.
Her burgeoning popularity
“for being a Goddess for all
the women you are” establishes her as media-gold.
The chance of instant
fame is offered to her by a
forceful, determined media
business executive, Cass
an
dra Wolfe (Magda Szuban
ski), who realises what a find
Elspeth really is, and knows
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how her own reputation
would be enhanced by bringing Elspeth on board.
While Elspeth is in the
city pursuing fame, James
returns from whale-watching to his family, and performs unknowingly for the
webcam. Adding to the
film’s gentle satire of reality
and celebrity television
shows (“there is one in all
of us”, as the tag-line for
the film tells us), Keating
does his version of “Master
Chef au naturel”, with just
a chef ’s apron on while
cooking himself a meal,
much to the delight of his
anonymous audience.
This film has its mom
ents of crudity, but the
musical routines are wellchoreographed and performed, and sharp comedy
comes from the rapier verbal thrusts of Cassandra.
Laura Kelly plays Elspeth
with gusto. She has a 2005
British Olivier Award behind



her for Best Actress in the
stage musical, “Mary
Poppins”, and her formidable talents shine in this movie
as she delivers a bravura performance. Keating’s attractive singing voice and dance
routines with Kelly establish
him as a good musical choice
to partner her.
The movie is entertaining fare, but fluctuates a little disappointingly between
media satire about marketing someone into a person
they’re not, and showing the
recovery of a couple trying
to re-kindle their romance
after forced fame.
This is an enjoyable feelgood movie. Its fantasymusical routines are worth
watching, and especially so,
when the exuberant Laura
Michelle Kelly is on the
screen.
•
Peter W. Sheehan is
an associate of the Australian
Catholic Office for Film and
Broadcasting.
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books

Looking beyond
usual suspects
of history
Mothers of the Church. The Witness of
Early Christian Women by M Aquilina and C
Bailey. Our Sunday Visitor Inc, 2012, 160
pages pb, $19.95. Reviewer: Margaret Ryan.
Are you into the
lives of saints? Even
if not, these “Moth
ers of the Church”,
mostly saints, will
almost certainly
attract your attention. Aquilina and
Bailey wrote a book
“Fathers of the
Church”
and,
responding to their
wives’ prompting,
have produced this
engaging and accessible sequel.
It was delightful to see that the authors
went beyond the usually exclusive Church fare
of famous virgins and martyrs (though some
of these featured) to include impoverished
widows, rich aristocrats, business women, a
world traveller, a poet and women who discussed theology and philosophy with family
and friends.
Both are fairly prolific authors in the
Catholic arena. Aquilina has also hosted TV
series on the EWT Network, and some works
have been translated into several languages.
Bailey has focussed on early Christian history
and the psalms, and has a reputation for
humorous Christian writing.
Apart from the gospels, the authors quoted
from three modern collections of ancient and
apocryphal sources in book format and online
sites. They draw on scripture, history, sermons,
hymns and letters from people like Sts
Augustine, Gregory of Nyssa, Jerome,
Ambrose, Irenaeus and John Chrysostom.
An introduction provided background to
the early Christian period, and subsequent
chapters draw on these particular women of
the first centuries. There was minimal introduction to or commentary on the women: the
writers’ aim being to permit the stories to
speak for themselves. And they do!
So, if you’d like a conversational read about
some famous New Testament women, a few
martyrs (some accounts are gory), poets and
thinkers, and independently minded early
Christian women, leaders and heroines all, this
could be a good starting point.

15th-30th April
CLOSING STOCK CLEARANCE

50% OFF
MARKED PRICES

Platform 2, Bus Station,
Woden
Ph: 6292 8643
wcb@effect.net.au

Open 9am-5.30pm
Monday to Friday,
10am-3pm Saturday

(closed on public holidays)
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Benedict’s keen intellect
comes to the fore

Jesus of Nazareth: the Infancy
Narratives by Joseph Ratzinger,Pope
Benedict XVI. Bloomsbury, 2012, 132
pages, $22.95 hb. Reviewer: Janet
Moyle.
At the time of writing the universal
Church is coming to grips with the
shock resignation of the Pope. He himself has recognised his weaknesses and
has apologised for his shortcomings.
I don’t know about you but I find
humility to be quite refreshing in this
era of self-promotion. Whatever we
may think of Benedict’s pontificate his
scholarship is beyond dispute.
Late last year the third of his
books on Jesus of Nazareth, the
Infancy Narratives, was published.
As with those former volumes this
one, although necessarily shorter, is
characteristic of Benedict’s conversational style, his keen intellect and his
skill as a teacher.
As one would expect, he compares
the two Gospel accounts about the
birth of Jesus in Luke (angels and
shepherds) and Matthew (Magi). He

also draws on historical sources, the
manuscripts, John’s images in his
Gospel and the contributions of other
scripture scholars.
Benedict’s style is unique. For example, he constantly uses such phrases
such as “let us return to the text” or “we
need not concern ourselves with this”.
We can imagine being present at a
series of his well-crafted lectures. All
power to the translator, Philip Whitmore,
for preserving this immediacy.
Benedict dissects many gospel verses
and draws our attention to the details.
For example, the angel Gabriel
appeared to Mary in person at the
Annunciation; to Joseph merely in a
dream, albeit a real one. He gives several
explanations about the star at Bethlehem.
He discusses the reasons the tradition of three kings developed
(Matthew mentions only wise men)
and why the ox and ass were added to
the Christmas crib.
He explains why developing theology caused gospel writers to use earlier prophetic scripture as proof-texts.

The In
fancy Nar
ra t i v e s
have been
familiar to
us
since
early childhood. Ben
edict successfully
demonstrates that
these are not meditations presented
under the guise of stories but real history theologically thought through and
interpreted so that we might understand the mystery of Jesus more deeply.
This small book would be an invaluable guide to preachers, students and
all who wish to enter into the mystery
of God-with-us. I remember when
Benedict released the second of his
books on Jesus of Nazareth he said he
hoped to complete the trilogy with the
infancy narratives if God willed it. We
can be deeply grateful that this has
happened.

The Monastery of the Heart. An
Invitation to a Meaningful Life by Joan
Chittister. Bluebridge,. 225 pages hb,
$29.95. Reviewer: Margaret Ryan.
How do I spend my life in a meaningful and fulfilling way? It’s the cry
of the universe and the ages. This
book aims to provide contemporary
reflections on the question, based on a
1500-year-old tradition, in our time of
social and religious upheavals.
Sr Joan Chittister has been a
Benedictine for more than 50 years.
She is a respected author and lecturer,

director of a spirituality resource and
research centre, and past president of
the Leadership Conference of Women
Religious, as well as holding other
national and international positions.
Her immersion in, and love of, the
Benedictine tradition prompted her to
outline many aspects of “the
Benedictine Rule”: Our Search (for
God), Interior Life, Community,
Service, Promise, and Spiritual
Growth. Her elaboration of the rule
and her rich personal and community
experiences, enable her to write lov-

ingly of the delights and challenges of
Benedict’s vision.
She outlines ideas clearly, and the
content is challenging and refreshing.
Chittister uses a format that assists
readers to follow and more easily
absorb her points. The book was written for faith seekers in a secular society, living as individuals, as part of
intentional groups or communities. It
will inspire many to adopt and live
Benedict’s wisdom today: how to live
deeply the interior life while remaining part of society, living our daily
lives well. Highly recommended.

Inspiration for all faith seekers

The pros and cons
of biblical heroes
Fools, Liars, Cheaters and Other Bible
Heroes by Barbara Hosbach. Franciscan
Media, 2012, 137 pages, $23.95. Reviewer:
Janet Moyle.
We are accustomed to
reading about saints and
using these as inspiration.
At times we may feel inadequate and unable to
reach their lofty heights.
Barbara Hosbach has
chosen to go back further
to seek out her heroes and
heroines, 14 from the Old
Testament and 14 from
the New, men and women.
Her stance is that God uses weak and
imperfect people to reach out to the world in
his love. She has chosen extraordinary examples to illustrate this love. There is Rahab the
prostitute who lied; Leah, Jacob’s first wife and
second best to her sister Rachel; Philip (the
deacon not the apostle); Ananias, who was
fearful but obedient; the un-named demoniac
cured by Jesus and the chronic invalid who met
Jesus at the side of the pool. There are others,
less or better known, but all on record for their
response to divine prompting. Dip into the
stories of ancient, flawed but loving human
beings.

Look at how a single candle can both defy and define
the darkness.” - Anne Frank
Questions and
Answers About Your
Journey to God; Fr.
Benedict J
Groeschel, $23.95

The Fulfillment of all
Desire; a Guidebook for
the Journey to God
Based on the Wisdom
of the Saints, Ralph
Martin, $28.95

NEW, the Little Australian
Missal is pocket size,, filled
with beautiful artwork
and only $4.95

From tapers to tealights, sanctuary to serenity,
white moulded and beeswax pillar we have candles
covered! Come and see our extensive range.

Yes! We have Parking!
Park & Shop with us
Free 30 minute parking
out front off Cooyong Street

Favier House 51 Cooyong St Braddon. GPO BOX 3089 Canberra ACT 2601
Telephone 02 6201 9888 Fax: 02 6262 7560
Email: bookshop@cg.catholic.org.au

Internet www.cg.catholic.org.au

Open weekdays 9.30am-5pm, Saturdays 9am-1pm
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Classifieds & Real Estate
Timber Flooring SpecialiSTS
Warehouse clearance Sale
N
N
D

For Sale

Hardwood timber also available
T&G Raw timber from $22/m2
- Pre-finished solid wood
- Euro Plank engineer floor
- Bamboo, laminate, plywood
- Supply & Installation
Sand and polish, buy direct and save
Free QUoTe

Unit 4/64 Heffernan St, Mitchell 2911
ph: (02) 6255 5295 mob: 0412 926 338
e-mail: dnntimberflooring@hotmail.com
*Subject to variation

Technology Training At Home
• your place/your pace
• experienced trainer
• seniors discount
• gift vouchers
• free assessment
(conditions apply)

Breeze Into IT
0418 646 319

www.breezeintoit.com.au

Dickson LegaL

INCORPORATING TREVOR BARKER & ASSOCIATES

General law practice –
Canberra & NSW
Three generations of service to Canberra
and the surrounding regions.

PRINCIPAL SOLICITOR – TREVOR BARKER

PH: 02 6248 8085

Second Floor, Dickson Chambers, Dickson Place
Dickson ACT 2602

Is your bookwork holding your business back?
WE CAN ASSIST
DIRECT

ADMINASSIST

Your Business Administration Partner
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bookkeeping and Small Business Administration
Accounts Payable and Receivable
Payroll, Superannuation and PAYG
Bank and Credit Card Reconciliations
B A S and I A S Preparation and Lodgement
Taxable Payments Reporting
MYOB set-up implementation and training

Mob 0407 637 217 PH 02 6286 4546
www.adminassistdirect.com
Email: denis@adminassistdirect.com

Intercity Pty Ltd ABN 64 065 992 832
Registered BAS Agent No. 93508009 PO Box 952, Mawson ACT 2607

ON-SITE caravan and annex
at Tomaga Tourist Park, Tomakin:
pool, games room, boating lake,
kids playground. 15 minutes from
Batemans Bay and Moruya. Easy
access to beaches, river, supermarket, golf & licensed Club. f/f.
Fully-equipped newly renovated
kitchen and annex, ensuite, patio,
storage sheds. Sleeps 7. Why pay
holiday rentals? $15,500 ono.
Telephone 6251 4838 / 040 141
3355.

To Let - Coast

BEAUTIFUL BROULEE - Year
round. Great family holiday home sleeps up to 10 - 100m to beach and
shops. Contact Melinda or Joyce,
telephone 4471 6444, quote this ad
and “Carey House” for a 10% discount off normal rates (excludes
Christmas and Easter Holidays).
BROULEE - 2-bedroom beach
cottage, fully equipped. Expansive
coastal and sea views and short stroll
to beaches. See “Beach Cottage” in
www.brouleebeachhouse.com or telephone 0417 193 736.
BROULEE - Spectacular views
near beach, 6-bedroom 3-bathroom
house newly renovated. Telephone
6257 1222 www.brouleebeachhouse.
com.

To Let - Coast

CURRARONG, JERVIS BAY Fantastic house with 6 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms and rumpus. Sleeping 14
it’s ideal for 2 families to share. Stylishly
redecorated mid 2010. 800m to beach.
www.currarongbeachhouse.com.au.
MOLLYMOOK - Birchgrove
Apartments. 200m to beach, water
view, lovely quiet location opposite
reserve. Fully self contained 2 BR,
lock up garage and plenty of extra
parking and easy walk to Golf Club
and Ulladulla shops. Please telephone Craig or Kathy 0428 318 156
or 6230 3034.
TUROSS HEAD - “Ella May
Holiday Flats”. Renovated 2br, walk
to beach. Fully equipped. Avail all
year $400-$900 per week, weekends
available. Telephone 0414 597 619 or
6278 5271.

To Let - Queensland

NOOSA - Holiday Unit. A 2-bedroom fsc townhouse by the Noosa
River and cafes. Well appointed with
air-con, HD/TV, DVD, VCR and
linen. Heated pool/spa, BBQ and tennis. Book with owners and save. For
brochure, telephone (07) 3289 7178.

Holidays

CONSIDER Elm Grove Mountain
Retreat as a destination for a self
directed retreat or relaxing affordable
holiday. Log on to www.elmgrovemountainretreat.com.au or telephone
6947 5888 for further details.

Tuition

SINGING - If you can talk you
can sing. Lessons make singing easier. Experienced teacher. Varied
styles: classical, sacred, musicals
and popular. Telephone Rosemary
6297 2974 or 0414 228 618.

For Sale or Repair

KENWOOD Chef food mixer
$100, microwave from $50. Warranty
for 6 months. Free quote - repairs &
parts. Will trade-in or buy Kenwood
machines & parts also microwave
and appliances. Telephone John,
6166 5512 anytime.

Exchange or Barter

FREE self help group. Assist
with toys, odd jobs, cars, haircut,
transport etc. Basic massage can
improve mobility, circulation, wellbeing etc. Discreet and confidential.
More details, telephone John, 0403
050 960 anytime.

Retreats

Wide skies and open hearts, a
retreat at Campfire in the Heart,
Alice Springs, 5-10 May, or 28 July
- 2 August. Each day depth Scripture,
the Land, Prayer and Silence, $550
including food and accommodation.
www.campfireintheheart.com.au for
details. Telephone 0416 641 521.

Catholic Voice
Classifieds cost $10 for
the first 30 words, and
50c for each additional
word. Payment by
cheque or credit card.
Contact us at GPO Box
3089 Canberra 2601, or
e-mail ed.voice@cg.
catholic.org.au.

Building Design

COMPLETE Building Services
Since 1993. New Homes – Duplex
– Townhouses. Extensions and All
Documentations. For Authority
Approval. Free Quote – Flat Rate.
Construction Services is available.
Maher William, Mobile 0403 306
352, E-Mail cre8ived@tpg.com.au.

TRADITIONAL
LATIN MASS

Sts Peter and Paul, Garran
Monday – Thursday – 7 am
Friday – 6 pm
Saturday – 9 am
Sunday – 11.30 am (sung)

St Thomas More, Campbell
Sunday – 8.30 am
FSSP Canberra: (02) 6161 5320
canberraltm.blogspot.com

Family Operated since 1963
SPENCE

FOR SALE

$398,000

3 bedroom courtyard home backing onto ovals. Freshly
repainted internally & new carpet. Single garage with
internal access. Close to shops & transport. EER 2

WANTED URGENTLY
FOR SALE & RENTAL
Quality homes on the Northside
including Belconnen and Gungahlin
suburbs to satisfy consistent enquiry

Darryl Taylor:
Mobile 0409 625 194

Ralph Taylor Real Estate
Pty Ltd (lic. Agent)

6258 8922
Florey Shops

The deadline for material
submitted to Catholic Voice is
15th of each month for
publication on the first weekend
of the next month
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people and events

Advertisement

Coming Events Five more sisters say ‘yes’
AMICUS - Support & friendship/ social
group for widowed, separated or divorced
Catholics regular activities on second and
fourth weekends. New members welcome.
Inquiries: Len, telephone 6299 6606; Pat
6292 1631, Enid 6296 5592.
BOMBALA CELEBRATES – St Joseph’s
125th school reunion, 5-7 October. Past
pupils, sisters, teachers, priests and friends
invited. Inquiries: Daryl White, telephone
6458 3334, Cath Farrell 6458 7213, John
Bedingfield 6458 3779.
DAY OF THE UNBORN CHILD –
Celebration by pro-life movement on Feast
of the Annunciation, 7.30am, Monday, 8
April, Mass, St Patrick’s Church, Braddon.
Inquiries: Fr P. McGavin, telephone 6251
6547, Philip 6254 3969, John 6161 7055.
DAY RETREAT – 9.15am-4pm, Saturday,
13 April, Carmelite Monastery, Red Hill,
“Trusting God in hard times”, run by Call to
Connect. Speaker Fr Ken Barker MGL. Cost
$25. RSVP: 3 April with payment to Lorraine,
telephone 0437 329 371; or St Benedict’s
parish office, telephone 6295 7879.
DIVINE MERCY SUNDAY - St Benedict’s
Church, Narrabundah, 2pm-4.15pm, 7 April,
adoration and confession, Divine Mercy
chaplet, Mass.
FAITH AND LIFE – Annual announcing
and sharing day, 3pm, Sunday, 7 April, Holy
Family Church, Gowrie. Faith and Light is an
international Christian community of people
with a disability, their family and friends.
Inquiries: Pam Barker, telephone 6238 0991.
FEAST OF DIVINE MERCY - Sunday 7
April, St Clement’s Monastery, Galong.
Starts 2pm, Mass 3pm. Afternoon tea, bring
a plate. Inquiries Gus or Ellen, telephone
6385 5225.
GALONG CONVERSATION – 1pm4pm, Sunday, 14 April, St Clement’s
Monastery, Galong. “Spirituality and
Relationship with God”, led by Richard
White. Bookings: Sue, telephone 6380 5222
or email info@stclement.com.au.
PILGRIMAGE TO OUR LADY OF
MERCY SHRINE – Pauline Fathers
Monastery, Penrose Park, Saturday, 13
April. Bookings: Judy and Joe Mewburn,
telephone 6254 6202.
SERRA CLUB OF CANBERRA - Rosary
and Mass, 6.10pm, Thursday, 11 April, Holy
Trinity Church, Curtin, followed by dinner at
The Southern Cross Club, Woden. Inquiries:
John Malycha, telephone 6251 2912.
SIX DAY RETREAT – “The Resurrection:
Catching the Spark and Recognising it in
Others”. 15-22 April, St
Clement’s
Monastery, Galong led by Sr Helen Barnes
RSJ and Richard White. Bookings: Sue,
telephone 6380 5222 or email info@
stclement.com.au.
THE SPIRITUALITY OF AGEING –
Presentation by Rev Prof Elizabeth Mackinlay,
10am, Thursday, 18 April, The Pines, Tuross
Head. Archdiocesan Commission for Women.
Men and women welcome. $5 donation.
Inquiries Lorraine Barker, telephone 6291
8113, 0437 329 371.
WORLDWIDE
MARRIAGE
ENCOUNTER WEEKEND – 14-16 June, Mt
Carmel Retreat Centre, Varroville. Inquiries
and bookings: Ardell and Bill Sharpe, telephone 4283 3435 or email wsharpe@bigpond.net.au. Website www.wwme.org.au.
Written entries are invited for the May
issue to: Catholic Voice, GPO Box 3089,
Canberra ACT 2601, or e-mail ed.voice@
cg.catholic.org.au by Monday, 15 April.
Entries which are accepted for this section
are free, courtesy of sponsorship by the
Catholic Development Fund.

Five more sisters have given their “yes” to
God in the Missionaries of God’s Love Sisters
at two Masses at St Benedict’s Church,
Narrabundah.
Katherine Stone made her perpetual vows,
a life commitment to Jesus, before family and
friends.
“A lot of people asked me if I was nervous
to commit myself in such an absolute way,” she
said. “Actually, the only thing I was really
nervous about was the weather.
“I’ve spent the last eight years, not only
preparing, but also waiting for this day.
“Having experienced God’s love for me, to
give my life to him unconditionally as an
MGL sister seemed like the most fitting and
natural response of love I could make.”
The next day, Kelly Ku made her initial
vows and Bernadette Toohey, Jessica Pryor
and Courtney Chircop entered the novitiate.
The novitiate house is in Quakers Hill,
Sydney, but in June, the sisters plan to move
the novitiate back to Canberra where they
have been able to buy a house.
The novitiate house has come about because
of the generosity of many people across Aust

ralia who supported the sisters financially and
the growing number of women who were discerning consecrated life, MGL sisters leader Sr
Patti Jo Crockett said. The MGL sisters have
houses in Melbourne, Sydney and Canberra.

Mass high point of 100th anniversary
Mother Nature might have played havoc
with the plans, but that was not going to deter
the faithful, as about 200 people gathered to
mark the 100th anniversary of the first Mass
to be celebrated on Australia’s highest point,
the peak of Mt Kosciuszko.
The anniversary Mass that was to be celebrated on the summit was moved to a shed at nearby
Rawson Pass, thanks to heavy rain and wind, but
Bishop Julian Porteous, of Sydney, led the congregation to the summit for a final blessing.
Bishop Porteous concelebrated Mass, which
was part of the annual Kosciuszko Festival,
with provincial of the Society of Christ Fr
Przemyslaw Karasiuk and two Franciscans
from Perth, Fr Tomasz Bujakowski and Fr
Stanislaw Tomasiak. In honour of the Polish
connection to the mountain, special guests
included Polish Consul General Mr Daniel
Gromann and vice-president of the Polish
Council in Australia Mr Leszek Wikarjusz.
Bishop Porteous took advantage of the Bishop Julian Porteous (left) with Fr
spectacular surroundings to remind the con- Przemyslaw Karasiuk.
Organisers, led by Kosciuszko Heritage Inc
gregation to “tread gently over this ground”
president Ernestyna Skurjat-Kozek, had
and to preserve it for future generations.
“Here where the wind sings and nature believed a Mass held on the summit in 2007 to
blooms we know that we are not the masters commemorate the music of General Tadeusz
of the environment but rather humble benefi- Kosciuszko, a composer and freedom fighter,
had been the first on the roof of Australia.
ciaries of its beauty and fecundity,” he said.
“Looking out on the splendour before us They later discovered a plaque in St Thomas’
we are moved to be deeply respectful of some- Church, Moonbah, commemorating the first
thing which is at once majestic and fragile.”
Mass on the summit, on 23 February, 1913.

Sponsored by Catholic Development Fund
Ph: 6201 9870
DANG
Email: cdf@cg.catholic.org.au
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ASBESTOS

REMOVAL
Licensed Asbestos Removalist
& Building Maintenance
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(02) 6227 0018
! DANGE0423 807 747
R

E-mail ed.voice@cg.catholic.org.au

MGL sisters leader Patti Jo Crockett
(front far right) with new members (from
left back) Jessica Pryor, Bernadette
Toohey and Courtney Chircop. front
Katherine Stone and Kelly Ku.
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Lic No 2006571
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With
thanks,
congratulations
and prayers for
Pope Francis as he
embarks on his
new mission in
shepherding God’s
people, a reminder
that we are all participants in Christ’s
mission.
From 29 April to
1 May at the
Sydney Congress
Hall, the national
conference on mission: Mission: one
heart many voices,
will be held.
Catholic Relig
ious Australia in
conjunction with
Catholic Mission
are gathering international
voices
such as Fr Stephen
Bevan, SVD, Prof
essor of Mission
and Culture at
Catholic
Theo
logical Union, Chi
cago, Sr Maureen
McBride, Congreg
ational Leader of
the Sisters of Our
Lady of the Missions
whose sisters are in
23 countries and
Jose Ramos-Horta
former President
and Prime Minister
of Timor Leste.
Local
voices
include Dr Gemma
Tulud Cruz, senior
lecturer in theology
at ACU whose main
research focus is
migration,
Arch
bishop Mark Coler
idge from Brisbane
and
Mrs
Kath
Evans, whose healing was attributed
to St Mary Mac
Killop. Sharing and
indeed re-sharing
the gift of life we
celebrate
each
Easter,
whether
near or far, includes
our voices too.
Consider joining us.
e
www.mohmv.
com.au or 1800 257
296.
God bless,
Deacon Joe
Blackwell
The Rheinberger
Centre, P O Box
7174, Yarralumla
2600. asst.missions@cg.catholic.
org.au.
Tel: 6163 4321.
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our new pope

‘We pray
for him’

ARCHDIOCESAN administrator Mgr
John Woods has welcomed the announcement of the new pope.
“Habemus Papam, Pope Francis, Jorge
Mario Bergoglio, former Archbishop of
Buenos Aires, a Jesuit from Argentina and
therefore the first pope from the Southern
Hemisphere. Turning to the source of all
our blessings and in accordance with the
request of Pope Francis, we pray for him
and his pontificate. May his servant leadership of the People of God be graced in
accordance with God’s will.”
THE Archbishop of Canterbury Justin
Welby offered his warmest welcome.
“We wish Pope Francis every blessing in
the enormous responsibilities that he has
assumed on behalf of Roman Catholics
around the world,” he said.
“His election is also of great significance
to Christians everywhere, not least among
Anglicans. We have long since recognised –
and often reaffirmed – that our churches
hold a special place for one another.
FIRST words of the new pope:
“Dear brothers and sisters, Good evening. You know that the duty of the Conclave
was to give Rome a bishop. It seems that
my brother cardinals picked him from
almost the ends of the earth. But here we
are! I thank you for the warm welcome.
The diocesan community of Rome has its
bishop. Thank you! First and foremost I
would like to say a prayer for our Bishop
Emeritus Benedict XVI. Let us pray together for him, that the Lord bless him and the
Virgin keep him.”
THOUSANDS of people who spent a
sleepless night in the main square of Buenos
Aires, Plaza de Mayo, to watch the Mass
inaugurating former Archbishop Jorge
Mario Bergoglio’s Petrine ministry had a
pleasant surprise.
At 3.32am in Argentina, the speakers
placed outside the cathedral in the square
began to carry the voice of Pope Francis. He
was calling from the Vatican to greet them.
A huge wave of applause greeted his
words. “I want to ask a favour of you,” he
said. “I want to ask for us to walk together,
to care for one another, for you to care for
each other. Do not cause harm. Protect life.
Protect the family; protect nature; protect
the young; protect the elderly. Let there not
be hatred or fighting. Put aside envy.”
HIS first tweet: “Dear Friends, I offer my
heartfelt thanks and ask you to continue to
pray for me.” Pope Francis’ first tweet was
sent from the twitter account @ponitfex, in
nine languages. The account has been reactivated following Pope Benedict XVI’s retirement and already has 3.4 million followers.
• Front page picture of the Pope from  
AFP (Alberto Pizzoli). Back page picture
from EPA (Valdrin Xhemaj).
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Another Francis takes pride of place

The ever-growing
collection of memorabilia St Francis of
Assisi Primary School
in Calwell has amassed
from travellers in honour of its patron saint
may have to make
room for mementos
of a different kind.
Principal David
Austin would not be
surprised if the collection starts to assume
more of a papal flavour
now that the school has
a nominal bond with
the new pontiff.
“We were very
pleased to hear the
Pope had chosen our
name,” he said, especially after the Vatican
confirmed that the
name was specifically
a dedication to Francis
of Assisi.
“I must admit that
when they first said it
was Francis, I had to Google it – there
are so many St Francises,” he said.
The school, the only one in the
Archdiocese named after Francis of
Assisi, was quick to pin up a large
image of Pope Francis next to its statue
of the saint, but Mr Austin said it was
yet to think about a more lasting portrait. A school-wide celebration –
“maybe a dress-up day” – is also in the
planning stages.

Mr Austin said the students were
happy to hear about their link with the
Pope.
“They all know about St Francis,
about who he is and what he achieved.”
Year 6 students Macey Radburn,
Ebony Boulding and Troy Simmons
said they were excited about the news.
Macey thought the choice of name suggested Pope Francis might be concerned
with the environment.

Ebony said that St Francis was a
good leader, and Troy said he “he
helped the poor people”.

ABOVE: Excited … St Francis of
Assisi Year 6 students (from left)
Ebony Boulding, Troy Simmons
and Macey Radburn are happy
about their school’s link to the
new Pope.

‘He is
a very
humble
man’

When Bishop Lucio
Andrice
Muandula
(right), from Mozam
bique, woke up in
Australia to the news
that an Argentinian cardinal he knew and
respected was now Pope
Francis, he was delighted but not entirely surprised.
“I was very excited this morning when I heard. The
media was not really speaking about him before, but I am
very happy about this,” he said.
Bishop Muandula, who was in Canberra as a Lenten
visitor for Caritas, has met the Pope five times – three times
in Buenos Aires and twice in Rome – and admires his
approach to his vocation.
“He is a very humble man. In his diocese, he used to
visit the suburbs once a month and talk to the people and
say Mass. He was always working with the poor and even
going on the public buses,” he said.
He said the then Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio told him last
year he had written to Pope Benedict, as he was required to

Wisdom of Francis

In a homily at the Vatican parish of
St Anna, the Pope explained that sometimes people say to priests:
“‘Oh, Father, if you knew my life
you wouldn’t say that.’ ‘Why? What
have you done?’ ‘Oh, I’ve done bad
things.’ ‘Good! Go to Jesus; He likes
you to tell him these things. He for-

do at the age of 75, seeking guidance on whether he should
continue in his work. “I think he was still waiting for his
answer.”
Bishop Muandula said even though there was much
discussion about what nationality the new Pope should be,
“the important thing is he has to be able to understand and
overcome the problems”.
The new Pope had been in the mix in the previous
Conclave but had not considered himself a candidate, he said.
“Now, I think he knows Jesus was calling him to rebuild
his church.”
He said the choice of the name Francis showed “what a
humble man he is and what he thinks”.

gets. He has the special ability to
forget. He forgets them, kisses you,
embraces you, and tells you only:
‘Neither do I condemn you. Go and
sin no more.’ He only gives you this
counsel. A month later we are the
same … We return to the Lord. The
Lord never tires of forgiving us,
never! We are the ones who get tired
of asking forgiveness. Let us ask for

E-mail ed.voice@cg.catholic.org.au



the grace to never tire of asking forgiveness. Let us ask for this grace.”
HIS final words to the 200,000strong crowd gathered in St Peter’s
Square for his first Angelus: “Have a
good Sunday and enjoy your lunch!”
AT an audience for 6000 journalists and media workers:
“Oh, how I wish for a Church that
is poor and for the poor.”

Internet www.cg.catholic.org.au

